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Abstract 
Transportation agencies often resort to the use of traffic simulation models to evaluate the impacts of changes in network design 
or network operations. They often have multiple traffic simulation tools that cover the network area where changes are to be 
made.  Nonetheless, these multiple simulators may differ in their modeling assumptions (e.g., macroscopic versus microscopic), 
in their reliability (e.g., quality of their calibration) as well as in their modeling scale (e.g., city-scale model versus regional-scale 
model). The choice of which simulation model to rely on, let alone of how to combine their use, is intricate. A larger-scale model 
may, for instance, capture more accurately the local-global interactions; yet may do so at a greater computational cost. This paper 
proposes a methodology that enables the simultaneous use of multiple traffic simulation models. 
We propose a simulation-based optimization algorithm that embeds information from simulation models with different levels of 
accuracy and with different levels of computational efficiency. The algorithm combines the use of high-accuracy low-efficiency 
models with low-accuracy high-efficiency models. This combination leads to an algorithm that can identify points with good 
performance at a reduced computational cost. 
We evaluate the performance of the algorithm with a traffic signal control problem on a small network. We show that the 
proposed algorithm identifies signal plans with excellent performance, i.e., with reduced average trip travel times, while doing so 
with a reduction in the computational cost. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of ISTS’14. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider a subnetwork within a larger network (e.g., an arterial within a city,   a city within a region) where local 
changes to the supply of the subnetwork are being considered. Transportation agencies often resort to the use of 
traffic simulators in order to determine the changes to be carried out (e.g., changes in the network design or in the 
traffic control), and to evaluate the impacts of these changes both locally (i.e., within the subnetwork) as well as 
globally (i.e. at the larger-scale). 
Transportation agencies often have multiple simulators that cover the subnetwork of interest.  Nonetheless, these 
multiple simulators may differ in their modeling assumptions (e.g., one model may be macroscopic, another 
microscopic), in their reliability (e.g., quality of their calibration) as well as in their modeling scale (e.g., one may be 
a city-scale model, another a regional model). Most often, transportation experts will consider the advantages and 
disadvantages of each model, and will ultimately choose one model to rely on in order to determine and study in 
detail the subnetwork changes. The choice of a model is not an easy task. A larger-scale model may, for instance, 
capture more accurately the local-global interactions; yet may do so at a greater computational cost.  
In this paper, we propose a simulation-based optimization (SO) framework that allows for the combined use of 
multiple simulation models. We assume that we have access to two models that cover the subnetwork of interest and 
both have the same modeling assumptions (e.g., same behavioral models). Let R  denote the larger scale simulation 
model ( R  stands for regional), and C  denote the smaller scale simulation model ( C  stands for city). We assume 
that the subnetwork of interest where network changes are to be carried out is the full network of C . This 
subnetwork is entirely modeled in R . This is a scenario which one can easily encounter in practice, where R  is an 
available large-scale model, and  C  is a smaller model extracted from R , and calibrated based on R  outputs. The 
model R  is assumed to lead to more accurate estimates of both local and global performance; yet is significantly 
more expensive to evaluate.   
The family of transportation problems that we consider is continuous and generally constrained problems.  The 
objective function is estimated via a stochastic simulator, whereas the constraints are available in closed-form and 
are differentiable. Such a problem can be formulated as follows.  
   min                              ;
x
f x E F x p ª º¬ ¼  (1) 
 subject to                              ; 0h x p            (2) 
                                              .nxR           (3) 
In this formulation x  represents the decision vector. F  is the random variable that describes network 
performance (e.g., trip travel time). In this formulation the objective function is the expected value of F . The 
objective function is an unknown function. We can only obtain estimates of it via stochastic simulation. The 
simulation model is also a function of exogenous parameters (e.g., network topology, calibrated behavioral models) 
which are represented by p . The constraints represented by the function h  are available in closed-form. For 
instance, in the signal control problem considered in this paper they represent green time constraints for every 
intersection (e.g., bounds, linear constraints). 
In this paper, we assume that the objective function accounts for the local (i.e., subnetwork) performance. That is, 
the aim is to improve local conditions. We propose a simulation-based optimization (SO) technique that allows for 
simultaneous use of both simulators, R  and C , in order to address such a problem. The goal is to achieve a suitable 
trade-off between obtaining accurate local performance estimates and the associated computational costs. 
Recent reviews of traffic simulation models include Barceló (2010), Ratrout and Rahman (2009). The main 
families of models are known as macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic. Microscopic simulation (also referred to 
as microsimulation) models are the most detailed, yet also the most computationally inefficient models. Their 
computational inefficiency limits their use to address large-scale transportation problems. On the other hand, 
macroscopic models are computationally more efficient and hence are often used for the analysis of large-scale 
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problems. Nonetheless, they do not embed a detailed representation of travel demand, network supply, and traffic 
dynamics.  
In order to achieve a suitable trade-off between modeling detail and computational efficiency, the transportation 
community has mostly resorted to the formulation of mesoscopic models, which combine ideas from macroscopic 
and microscopic models. Nonetheless, this leads to models that are neither as detailed as microscopic models nor as 
efficient as macroscopic models. A second approach has been to develop frameworks that combine the use of 
multiple traffic simulation models. For a detailed literature review on these topics, see Osorio and Selvam (2014). 
Hybrid traffic models can be classified broadly into two categories. The first category models different areas of 
the network with different modeling scales (e.g., microscopic or macroscopic). Work in this field includes: Sewall et 
al. (2011), Burghout (2004), Horowitz (2004), Bourrel and Lesort (2003), Magne et al. (2000). Much of the past 
work in this category focuses on the issue of model consistency at the multi-scale boundaries, and in particular, on 
the topic of aggregation and disaggregation (e.g., to achieve consistency between vehicle flows and densities at the 
macroscopic scale and individual vehicles at the microscopic scale). 
The second category allows for areas of the network to be simultaneously modeled with multiple scales.  Work in 
this area includes, for instance, Rousseau et al. (2008), Bunch et al. (1999), Montero et al. (1998), Van Vliet and 
Hall (1997). Typically, a large region is modeled with low fidelity (e.g., macroscopic approach), and a smaller 
subnetwork within the larger region is separately modeled with higher fidelity (e.g., microscopic/mesoscopic) model. 
This means that the smaller subnetwork is modeled with both the low and the high fidelity models. The boundary 
conditions of the smaller scale model (e.g., origin-destination matrix) are typically estimated based on large-scale 
low-fidelity outputs.  
This paper considers this second category. Nonetheless, it uses two high-fidelity microscopic traffic models. That 
is, both the larger region and the smaller subnetwork are modeled with the same high-fidelity resolution. 
Nonetheless, the larger region model is computationally costly to evaluate, whereas the subnetwork model is more 
efficient but less accurate since it considers fixed boundary conditions. Hence, this paper proposes a framework that 
combines the use of both models in order to address transportation optimization problems in a computationally 
efficient way. 
Multi-model optimization frameworks have been proposed in various fields other than transportation (e.g., 
Alexandrov et al. 1999). Nonetheless, past work has considered either the use of several analytical models with 
varying computational costs, or the use of several deterministic simulation-based models with various costs. This 
work integrates ideas from such frameworks within a context where the models consist of various stochastic 
simulators. 
2. Methodology 
2.1. General framework 
Our past work in the field of simulation-based optimization (SO) has combined the use of an analytical traffic 
model with a stochastic microscopic traffic simulator (Osorio and Bierlaire 2013). This general idea has been used 
to address a variety of simulation-based signal control problems including large-scale problems (Osorio and Chong 
2014), emissions and fuel-efficient problems (Osorio and Nanduri 2014b, a), as well as travel time reliability 
problems (Chen et al. 2013). 
Recall from Section 1 that we consider multiple simulation models: a larger scale model R  and a smaller 
subnetwork model C . The aim of this paper is to derive a transportation strategy (e.g., a signal control plan, a 
network design alternative; hereafter called a point) that provides subnetwork improvement when evaluated with R .  
We assume we have a fixed simulation run-time budget. The objective is to identify a point with improved 
performance within that budget.  
There are three types of techniques: 
1. Use only R  
2. Use only C  
3. Use a combination of R and C . 
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The first strategy will definitely lead to a strategy with improved performance, yet is inefficient since R  takes 
longer to execute. This first strategy will therefore evaluate the performance of fewer points within the 
computational budget. The second strategy enables the largest number of simulation runs within the budget, yet may 
not lead to a strategy with improved performance when evaluated with R . This is because the boundary conditions 
of C  are fixed, and do not vary across points. Hence, these boundary conditions may be inaccurate, leading to 
inaccurate performance measure estimates. The third strategy is that proposed in this paper. It attempts to reach a 
trade-off between the two other strategies.  
The methodology is defined for a general transportation optimization problem. In this paper, we illustrate its 
formulation and use with a traffic signal control problem. We use interchangeably the terms signal plan and point. 
We assume we have access to a calibrated large-scale model R . We calibrate the subnetwork model C  based on 
the outputs of R  and do so for a given signal plan (e.g., calibration of behavioral parameters, of origin-destination 
(OD) matrix). This is done once, before starting the optimization algorithm.  
A one-shot calibration of C  before running the optimization algorithm means that the exogenous parameters of 
C  (i.e., its boundary conditions) are fixed. Hence, the accuracy of the performance estimates provided by C  will 
vary depending on the signal plans that are evaluated. For example, changes in the signal plans within the 
subnetwork may lead to changes in the OD matrix of C . Since these changes are not accounted for by C , it can 
lead to estimates that are less accurate than those of R . Extensions of this framework may calibrate C  iteratively 
throughout the optimization, such as to have point-specific (i.e., signal plan-specific) boundary conditions. 
At each iteration of the SO algorithm, the main decision to be made is which simulator to call ( R  or C ). Given 
the varying accuracy of C , we propose an approach that approximates the accuracy loss of C . In other words, we 
analytically approximate the changes in the exogenous parameters of C , as well as their effect on the objective 
function. We do this by using an analytical traffic model that covers the full R  network. 
At iteration k  of the SO algorithm, let kx  denote the signal plan that is to be simulated. Let 0T  denote the 
exogenous (i.e., fixed) parameters of  C  (in this paper they are fixed throughout the entire optimization process). 
For signal plan kx , let kˆT  denote the approximated value of the parameters of C  (e.g., OD matrix of C  that results 
from the signal plan kx ). In this paper, the approximation of kˆT  is derived by the use of an analytical traffic model. 
Let  ˆ; kg x T  denote the approximation of the objective function provided by the analytical traffic model for signal 
plan x and parameters kˆT . In other words, g  approximates the function  f  of Equation (1). 
We use the following test to determine whether at iteration k  we can rely on the estimates provided by C . If 
   0ˆ; ; ,kg x g xT T K            (4) 
then run C ; otherwise run R . 
That is, if the error in prediction as approximated by the analytical model under the two parameter values is below 
a threshold, then we expect C  to provide an accurate performance estimate; and since it can do so at cheaper cost, 
then it is the best approach. Otherwise, we run the more computationally expensive yet more accurate R  model. The 
algorithm stops once the computational budget has been reached. 
The general algorithm used in this paper is a metamodel SO algorithm. We extend the algorithm of Osorio and 
Bierlaire (2013) in order to allow for the use of multiple traffic simulators. The main idea is presented in Fig. 1. The 
algorithm is based on the derivative-free trust region algorithm of Conn et al. (2009). At each iteration of the 
algorithm simulation observations are collected. They are used to fit a metamodel (denoted m ). The metamodel is 
used to derive a point (e.g., a signal plan), often referred to as a trial point, that is expected to provide improved 
performance. The choice of which simulator to run is carried out, and the selected simulator is used to estimate the 
performance of the trial point. In Fig. 1, the simulation-based estimate is denoted  fˆ x . These new simulation 
observations are used to re-fit the metamodel, and improve its accuracy. These steps are repeated iteratively.  
The algorithm used in this paper differs from that of Osorio and Bierlaire (2013) in two ways. First, in Osorio and 
Bierlaire (2013) a single simulator is used. Here we have included the simulator selection step. Second, in this paper 
we use a quadratic polynomial as the metamodel, whereas Osorio and Bierlaire (2013) uses a more complex 
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metamodel formulation. For all algorithmic details, we refer the reader to Osorio and Selvam (2014) and to Osorio 
and Bierlaire (2013). 
 
 
Fig. 1. SO framework that allows for multiple simulation models. Adapted from Alexandrov et al. (1999). 
2.2. Analytical error approximation 
In this section, we present the formulation of the analytical model g  (of Equation 4). The formulation builds 
upon the traffic model of Osorio (2010, Chap. 4). First, we present the initial model of Osorio (2010), then we 
present its extension.  
In Osorio (2010), a road network is modeled as a finite (space) capacity queueing network. Each lane is modeled 
as one (or a set) of queues. Each queue is considered an / /1 /M M  queue, where  is the space capacity of the 
queue. This space capacity represents an upper bound on the queue-length, and is used to capture the propagation of 
congestion (e.g., queue spillbacks). 
For a given queue i , the following notation is used. 
 
iJ                                 external arrival rate; 
iO                                 total arrival rate; 
iP                                 service rate; 
iP                                 unblocking rate; 
ˆiP                                 effective service rate; 
iU                                 traffic intensity; 
f
iP                                probability of being blocked after service at queue i ; 
i                                  space capacity; 
iN                                 number of vehicles in queue i ; 
 i iP N                  probability of queue i  being full; 
ijp                                 transition probability from queue i  to queue j ; 
iD                                 set of downstream queues from queue i  
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For a given road network represented as a queueing network, the  marginal queue-length distributions of each 
queue are obtained by simultaneously solving for all queues the following system of equations. 
 
 
ji j j jj
i i
j i
p P N
P N
OO J   
¦
          (5) 
1 1 1
ˆ
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i i i
PP P P            (6) 
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i i
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 ¦D           (7) 
  111 iiii iiiP N
U UU 
             (8) 
 fi ij j
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jP p P N  ¦           (9) 
ˆi i
iOU P           (10) 
We briefly describe the interpretation of these equations. Equation (5) describes the conservation of flow between 
upstream and downstream queues. For queue i ,  its total arrival rate, iO , is related to its external arrival rate, iJ  and 
to the arrivals arising from upstream queues (second-term in the right-hand side of the equation). Equation (6) 
describes the service process of a vehicle, which is composed of two phases. First, the vehicle undergoes an initial 
service. The queue has an underlying service rate, iP , that is determined  by its underlying supply (e.g., flow 
capacity of the downstream intersection). After receiving service, a vehicle that is at queue i  and is ready to proceed 
to queue j  may do so if queue j  is not full. If queue j  is full (i.e., if there is a spillback at queue j ), then the 
vehicle is forced to remain at queue i . This is known in queueing theory as blocking. This occurs with probability 
f
iP  and this second service is referred to as blocking time, the expected blocked time is given by 1 / iP . Equation 
(7) describes the expected blocking time, which is a function of the effective service rate of downstream queue j , 
ˆ jP , (i.e., its spillback dissipation rate). Equation (8) describes the probability that queue i  is full, it is also known as 
the blocking probability. In vehicular traffic this represents the spillback probability. The expression of Equation (8) 
is obtained by assuming that queue i  is an / /1 /M M  queue (e.g., Bocharov et al. 2004). Equation (9) describes 
the probability that a vehicle at queue i  gets blocked (i.e., that it cannot proceed downstream of queue i  due to 
downstream spillbacks). Equation (10) describes the traffic intensity, which is a ratio of demand to supply. 
The main limitation of the model of Osorio (2010) for the purpose of our work is that it assumes exogenous 
turning probabilities, ijp . In this paper, the purpose of the analytical model is to approximate how subnetwork 
boundary conditions may change due to changes in supply. More specifically, we want to approximate how the OD 
matrix of the subnetwork changes due to changes in the subnetwork signal plans. Hence, accounting for endogenous 
assignment is necessary.  
In this paper, the turning probabilities, ijp  are considered endogenous and are derived by considering a 
multinomial logit route choice model. The analytical formulation of the assignment is formulated as follows. 
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sd                                demand for OD pair s ; 
tc                                 travel cost of path t ; 
ty                 flow on path t ; 
tir                                 proportion of flow on path t  that goes through queue i ; 
tia                  indicates whether path t  contains queue i ; 
*
tia                  indicates whether the first link of path t  is link i ; 
ijz                 indicates whether queue i  and queue j  are parallel queues within the same link; 
stl                  probability that a vehicle travelling the OD pair  s  takes path t ; 
> @iE T                 travel cost of queue i ; 
> @iE N                 number of vehicles in queue i ; 
vehl                               average vehicle length; 
freeflowv                 free flow speed; 
T                  route choice probability parameter; 
sP                  set of paths of OD pair s ; 
S                  set of OD pairs; 
Q                  set of queue indices; 
T                   set of paths indices; 
ijG                   set of paths that consecutively go through queues i  and j ; 
iH                                set of paths that go through queue i ; 
ij
i
tt
ij
tt
y
p
y


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t s st
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The indicator variables are defined as follows. 
1           if queue  is part of path ,
0                    otherwise.ti
i t
a ­ ®¯    (19) 
* 1           if queue   is part of the first link (road) of path ,
0                    otherwise.ti
i t
a ­ ®¯          (20) 
1           if queue  and queue  belong to the same link, i.e., parallel lanes;
0                    otherwise.ij
i j
Z ­ ®¯          (21) 
Equation (11) defines the probability of turning from queue i  to queue j  as the ratio of the total flow along paths 
that have queues i  and j  as consecutive queues and of the total flow that goes through queue i . Equation (12) 
defines the flow along a path t , it is a function of the total demand of a given OD-pair s , denoted sd , and the 
probability of choosing path t  for OD-pair s , denoted stl . Note that the OD-pair demand sd  of the full R  network 
is exogenous, and obtained from the OD matrix of the R  model. The path choice probability is given by the 
multinomial logit expression of Equation (13). The deterministic component of the utility function for a given route 
t  is defined as a function of a single (exogenous) parameter T  and a single route cost tc . The latter is defined by 
Equation (14) as the expected travel time for route t . The route travel time is a function of queue travel time > @iE T
, which is given by Equation (16). In Equation (16), the first term on the right-hand side represents the (expected) 
delay at queue i , it is obtained by applying Little's law (Little 2011, 1961) to a finite (space) capacity queue. The 
second term is an approximation of the travel time to reach the physical queue of vehicles: the numerator 
approximates the available road-space length not occupied by a stationary vehicular queue; the denominator is the 
roads free-flow speed. Equation (17) represents the expected number of vehicles in queue i , > @iE N , the derivation 
of this closed-form expression is given in Appendix A of Osorio and Chong (2014). Equation (18) gives the 
expression for the external arrival rate of queue i , iJ . In the model of Osorio (2010), this rate is exogenous. In this 
paper, since we account for endogenous assignment, the external arrival rates of a given queue depend on the 
(endogenous) path choice probabilities, and hence are themselves endogenous. 
The System of Equations (5)-(18) describes the analytical model with endogenous assignment. It is used to 
approximate the expression in Equation (4), which represents the accuracy loss due to approximating the objective 
function with the subnetwork simulation model while not accounting for the change in the boundary conditions of 
the subnetwork. In other words, the function g  of Equation (4) is obtained by evaluating the analytical traffic model 
(Equations (5)-(18)) and using it to approximate the (simulation-based) objective function f  (of Equation (1)). In 
the next section, we detail how this is done with a specific example of a signal control problem. 
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3. Case study 
3.1. Signal control problem 
In this section, we consider a fixed-time traffic signal control problem. To formulate the problem, we introduce 
the following notation. 
 
ib                available cycle ratio of intersection i ; 
Lx                vector of minimum green splits for each phase; 
I                set of intersection indices; 
 iP H               set of phase indices of intersection i ; 
 subT x               subnetwork travel time for the signal plan x ; 
   min                              subx f x E T x ª º¬ ¼          (22) 
 
 subject to                              ,            i
j i
x j b i I

  ¦
P H
         (23) 
                                              .Lx xt           (24) 
The objective function of this problem is the expected travel time in the subnetwork, subT  represents the 
subnetwork travel time, and x  is the decision vector of green splits for all endogenous signal phases. The parameter 
ib  is an exogenous parameter that represents the proportion of cycle time that can be allocated. This proportion 
excludes any fixed times (e.g., all-red times). Equation (23) ensures that for each intersection all available green time 
is allocated across all phases. In this equation  x j  is the thj  element of x , it represents the green split of  signal 
phase j . Lower bounds for the green splits are ensured through (24). 
3.2. Analytical approximation of the accuracy loss 
At a given iteration k  of the SO algorithm, the simulators are used to estimate the performance of a signal plan 
kx . In other words, the simulators are used to esimate   kf x  (as defined in Equation (22)). We use the analytical 
traffic model presented in Section 2 to approximate this objective function in two ways.  
First, we approximate its value assuming the boundary conditions of the subnetwork are unchanged, this is 
denoted by  0ˆ;g x T  in Equation (4). In particular, the subnetwork OD-demand and the subnetwork assignment are 
equal to their initial values 0ˆT . In the analytical traffic model this means that the external arrival rates iJ  take their 
initial values, and are exogenous. Assuming these exogenous values, we can solve the System of Equations (5)-(10), 
and then evaluate the corresponding analytical objective function with Equations (16)-(17). Let  C kf x  denote this 
analytical approximation of  kf x . Then: 
  > @,C k i
i
f x E T

 ¦
A
          (25) 
where A  denotes the set of queues in the subnetwork. We denote this approximation Cf  since it approximates the 
estimate of the simulator C , which  assumes a fixed subnetwork OD matrix. 
Second, we analytically approximate   kf x  accounting for the fact that the subnetwork boundary conditions 
may change, this is denoted by  ˆ; kg x T  in Equation (4). We use the analytical traffic model with endogenous 
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subnetwork external arrival rates iJ , we solve the System of Equations (5)-(18). Let  R kf x  denote this analytical 
approximation of  kf x . Then: 
  > @.R k i
i
f x E T

 ¦
A
          (26) 
We denote this approximation Rf  since it approximates the estimate of the simulator R ,  where subnetwork 
travel demand indeed varies with the subnetwork signal plans. 
Equation (4) is then obtained by evaluating: 
    .R k C kf x f x K            (27) 
If this inequality holds, then we assume that the error made by the simulator C  is small, hence we choose to run 
simulator C . Otherwise, we prefer to run the more accurate yet more costly-to-run simulator R . 
3.3. Example 
We illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm with a small toy network example. Fig. 2 displays the 
networks of interest. The top network represents the full network R , which considers two OD pairs: A Bo  and 
C Do . Each OD pair of network R  has two path alternatives, one of which goes through a signalized intersection 
(denoted by the yellow square). The subnetwork C  is displayed to the bottom of Fig. 2. It contains the same OD 
pairs as the R  network, but accounts only for the paths that travel through the intersection, i.e., it considers two OD 
pairs, each with one path. A change in the signal plan of the intersection may affect the path choice probabilities. 
This change will be reflected when running simulator R  but will not be reflected when running simulator C . The 
three strategies described in Section 2.1 were tried out with these two models. 
Recall that the objective function is the expected subnetwork travel time, i.e., the travel time in the links of 
subnetwork C . The intersection has two endogenous signal phases: one for east-west bound traffic and the second 
for north-south bound traffic. We evaluate the performance of the three strategies described in Section 2.1. We allow 
for a maximum of 21 simulation runs. That is approach 1 (resp. 2) allows for 21 runs of simulator R  (resp. C ), 
while approach 3 allows for a total of 21 runs, which consist of a combination of runs from R  and from C . 
We consider three different initial signal plans. For each initial signal plan and each approach, we run the SO 
algorithm 3 times, allowing each time for a maximum of 21 simulation runs. Each time we run the SO algorithm,   
we obtain a new signal plan proposed by the SO algorithm. In order to evaluate the performance of this proposed 
signal plan, we embed it within the R  simulator and run 50 simulation replications. We then plot the empirical 
cumulative distribution function (cdf) of these 50 simulation replications. Fig. 3 displays the corresponding cdf 
curves. Each plot of the figure considers a different initial signal plan. Each plot contains 8 cdf curves: 
x The black curve corresponds to the initial signal plan. 
x The 3 blue curves correspond to the 3 signal plans proposed by only running the C  simulator. This is 
the least accurate yet also the least computationally costly approach. 
x The 3 red curves corresponding to the 3 signal plans proposed by only running the R  simulator. This is 
the most accurate yet also the most computationally costly approach. 
x The 3 green curves correspond to the 3 signal plans proposed by our approach. 
For each plot, the x-axis represents the average subnetwork travel time. For a given x value the corresponding y 
value of the curve represents the proportion of replications (out of the 50 replications) where the simulated average 
travel time was smaller than x. The more the cdf curves are shifted to the left, the higher the proportion of simulated 
observations with low average subnetwork travel times.  
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Fig. 2. Network topologies: for the R network (top network) and C network (bottom network). 
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(a)                                                                                          (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 3. Empirical cumulative distribution functions of the average subnetwork travel time, for each signal plan proposed by each of the three 
approaches. 
When running only the simulator C , all 3 plots of Fig. 3 indicate that signal plans with poor performance are 
derived. In particular, in Fig. 3(a) two out of the 3 plans proposed by C  perform worse than the initial signal plan, 
in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c) all 3 proposed plans are worse than the initial plan. In Fig. 3(c) all 3 proposed plans 
perform significantly worse than the initial plan. 
 When running only the simulator R , all 3 plots of Fig. 3 indicate that  signal plans with good performance are 
obtained (with a subnetwork travel time average of approximately 0.75 minutes). Note that for Fig. 3(c) the 
improvement of the signal plans proposed by R  compared to the initial plan is not large, yet the initial signal plan 
already had a good performance with low average travel times. 
 When running a combination of simulators R  and C , the signal plans systematically yield performance similar 
to the signal plans propose by running only R . Additionally, for the proposed approach the R  model was called on 
average 66% of the time, while the C  model was called 34% of the time. 
These results indicate that the proposed approach identifies signal plans with good performance and does so at a 
lower computational cost.  Ongoing results, to be presented at the conference, consider a large-scale network where 
the run-time of R  (resp. C ) is in the order of 90 seconds (resp. 2.8 seconds). The proposed approach yields signal 
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plans with performance just as good as those obtained by only running R , yet it only runs R  an average of 42% of 
the time. This represents a 56% reduction in run-time for a given run of the SO algorithm. 
4. Conclusion 
This paper presents a simulation-based optimization methodology that enables the combined use of multiple 
stochastic simulators. This combination allows to trade-off the high computational costs of running accurate large-
scale simulators with the lower costs of running less accurate smaller-scale simulators. We illustrate the proposed 
approach with a signal control problem on a small network example. The proposed approach identifies signal plans 
with good performance and can do so at a lower computational cost than when systematically running the larger-
scale simulator. Ongoing results, to be presented at the conference, consider a large-scale network. We show that we 
can identify signal plans with good performance while reducing the computational run-time by 56%. 
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